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1

Introduction

1.1

Project background

In April 2016, Cabinet approved the Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF) as an “allof-government” initiative. The IUDF sets out the policy framework for transforming and
restructuring South Africa’s urban spaces, guided by the vision of creating “liveable, safe,
resource efficient cities and towns that are socially integrated, economically inclusive and globally
competitive”. As part of the implementation of the IUDF, National Treasury (NT) through its Cities
Support Programme (CSP) and the South African Local Government Association (SALGA),
through their small-town regeneration programme, are focusing on metropolitan municipalities
and small towns/rural municipalities respectively. The Department of Cooperative Governance
(DCOG) is responsible for implementing the IUDF in the 39 intermediary cities, through the
programme called Intermediary Cities Municipal (ICM) Support Programme.
The purpose of the ICM Support Programme is to help translate IUDF policy into practical
programmes of action in the intermediate cities. Support offered by the programme will include
technical assistance, enabling environment support (via legislation, regulations, national and
provincial policy, inter-governmental relations (IGR) facilitation etc.) and access to a new
infrastructure grant, the Integrated Urban Development Grant (IUDG). The technical assistance
elements will be phased in, and will be informed by a diagnostic assessment, which is the subject
of this report, to target technical assistance interventions (Figure 2).
The diagnostic assessments are intended to
be a means to rapidly assess and focus
attention on the key strategic challenges facing
intermediary city municipalities using five
lenses: economic development; spatial
planning; infrastructure and service delivery,
governance and organisational development;
and, finance (Figure 1). In addition,
overarching issues of organisational capacity
and governance are to be assessed.

National government

Integrated Urban Development Framework
CSP

DCOG

SALGA

Metros

ICMs

Small and rural

Diagnostic
assessment
IUDG

ICM Support programme
Technical support

Reduction of regulatory
burden

Figure 2: Purpose of the diagnostic
assessment as part of the IUDF
implementation in ICMs

1.2

Methodology

The

methodology

assessment is based on the Strategic Development
Review methodology employed by the CSP in
metros, and is intended to be a rapid, focused
strategic review by a small expert team, working in
conjunction with government department officials.
The assessment is undertaken in five phases, as
indicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 1: Five Diagnostics
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Figure 3: Diagnostic assessment methodology

1.3

Diagnostic Assessment Process

This report presents the results of the diagnostic assessment of the Drakenstein Local
Municipality (DM). The diagnostic assessment methodology was followed with the municipal
inception meeting being held on the 15th October 2018. The purpose of this meeting was to
introduce the project to the DM and for DCOG to facilitate the setting up of an IUDF Programme
Steering Committee. The City Manager (CM) and senior management team gave their full
support to the process and the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) was appointed the overall municipal
co-ordinator. The DM compiled an electronic resource library of background municipal
documentation that was reviewed by the diagnostic assessment team. (See Annexure A) The
inception meeting was followed by a self-diagnostic questionnaire that was completed and signed
off by the CM, where the DM identified strategic challenges and improvement areas. The
diagnostic assessment by the expert team was undertaken on 15th and 16th November 2018,
during which time the assessment team interviewed the political leadership, a large range of key
officials and external stakeholders. (See Annexure B: The interview programme) The CFO’s office
provided critical and valued support in the setting up of the interviews and managing the interview
process.
This report provides a summary of the assessment, including incorporation of comments received
during the municipal feedback presentation held on the 19th February 2019, in which DCOG was
represented.

2
2.1

The Drakenstein Municipality Assessment
The Problem Statement

This assessment of the DM focuses on the effectiveness of the municipality in achieving the
strategic goals of the IUDF and utilising the strategic levers as reflected in Figure 4 below. The
purpose of the assessment is to inform an IUDF / IUDG support programme to the DM.
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Figure 4 Integrated Urban Development Framework, 2016

At the outset of this assessment it is important to acknowledge that the DM is a strong performer
that is led by a capable senior management team and stable political leadership. The support
requirements that will emerge from this assessment will focus less on “getting the basics right”
than gearing up to the next level of delivering on government’s desired development outcomes.
The suggested improvements, therefore, should not be interpreted as a sign of “failure” on the
part of the municipality, but rather an opportunity to deliver on the vision of the IUDF as the DM
has, or can build, the capacity to do so.
The IUDF vision is “Liveable, safe, resource-efficient cities and towns that are socially integrated,
economically inclusive and globally competitive, where residents actively participate in urban life”.
In moving towards this vision, the DM has articulated its strategic challenges as how to:
• Build an inclusive and financially, sustainable municipality?
• Balance “maintain the haves” with “improving the situation of the have-nots”?
• Balance the imperative to attract new investment with developing more marginal
economic spaces?
The DM’s performance thus far in aligning with the IUDF is assessed below in terms of the five
diagnostic areas:
• Economic
• Spatial
• Infrastructure
• Governance and Organisational Development
• Finance
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3
3.1

Assessment Diagnostics
Economic Diagnostic

3.1.1 Socio-Economic Context
The Drakenstein Local Municipality (DM) is situated in the Cape Winelands District Municipality
(CWDM) approximately 60km east of the City of Cape Town along the N1, and it is the second
largest local municipality in the Western Cape. The DM covers an area of 1,538 km² and includes
the towns of Paarl, Wellington, Saron, Gouda, Hermon, Mbekweni and Simondium. Paarl and
Wellington are the major urban centres.
Table 1 and Figure 5 depict the structure and growth trends with the local economy. The DM’s
economy is dominated by the tertiary sector, which contributes 66.8 per cent to the total Gross
Regional Domestic Product (GRDP). The sector has performed relatively well, experiencing
average annual growth of 4.0 per cent between the period 2005 and 2015, with growth in the
latter period being more subdued. (WC Government, Socio-Economic Profile, Drakenstein
Municipality, 2017) The finance, insurance, real estate and business services (21.2 per cent),
wholesale and retail trade, catering and accommodation (17.7 per cent) and the manufacturing
(16.0 per cent) subsectors are the largest contributors to the local economy, collectively
contributing R10.2 billion to Drakenstein’s total R 18.5 billion GDPR in 2015. The finance,
insurance, real estate and business services subsector has been growing relatively fast,
maintaining average annual growth of 5.1 per cent between 2005 – 2015 and projections are that
growth will continue. The wholesale and retail trade, catering and accommodation sub-sector has
performed consistently, maintaining 4.1 per cent growth between 2005 and 2010 and 4.0 per cent
for the period 2010 – 2015. The growth in these sub-sectors is largely linked to new investment
in middle and upper-income residential developments.
Table 1 Drakenstein Municipality's GDPR performance per sector, 2005 - 2016

Source: WC Government, Socio-Economic Profile, Drakenstein Municipality, 2017
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Figure 5 Drakenstein Municipality GVA Structural Change Source: REX Global Insight

The construction sector has also achieved above average growth over the last five years,
reflecting investments undertaken by both the public and private sectors. The manufacturing
sector has on average been experiencing negative growth of -1.7 per cent between 2005 and
2015 and it is concerning that this contracted growth intensified in recent times to -1.9 per cent
for the period 2010 – 2015 contributing to job losses within the region. Despite the relatively
modest contribution to GDPR in 2015 (6.4 per cent) of the agriculture, forestry and fishing sector,
it still performs a significant role in the local economy particularly through job creation. (WC
Government, Socio-Economic Profile, Drakenstein Municipality, 2017) The impact of the recent
drought in the Western Cape has contributed to this sector’s relative weak performance, although
there is positive restructuring such as refocusing of investment into high value export crops such
as berries.
Investment in the tertiary sector is spatially targeted in small business nodes within the DM, such
as the Berg River Boulevard, the Paarl Mall and along the R301 - the latter linked to the expansion
of upmarket residential estates. The Klapmuts regional development node is attracting significant
private sector investment with 70 hectares of land available on either side of the N1. However,
the pace of development within the node is slowing owing to uncertainty regarding land re-zoning
from agricultural to urban land-uses. The Paarl CBD has experienced decline and efforts have
focused on regeneration. An estimated 2000 taxis operate in the space daily. (Taxi Association
interview, 16 November 2018)
There is a strong informal sector within the DM, with approximately 200 traders (of which only
16% is estimated to be foreigner-owned) in the CBD alone. (Informal trader interview, 16
November 2018) A Paarl Informal Traders’ Association exists with 140 members. (informal trader
interview, 16 November 2018)
Figures 6 and 7 reflect employment trends within the DM. In 2015, the Drakenstein municipal area
employed a total of 107 114 people, the majority of which (67.6 per cent (72 434 people)) were
concentrated within the tertiary sector. Other subsectors contributing to employment were
wholesale and retail trade, catering and accommodation (22.6 per cent); community, social and
personal services (15.1 per cent); finance, insurance, real estate and business services (14.5 per
cent) and the agriculture, forestry and fishing (15.1 per cent) subsectors. (WC Government, SocioEconomic Profile, Drakenstein Municipality, 2017) The contribution of the agricultural sector to
employment has declined substantially although there was a slight upward growth trend from
2014, which tailed off most likely as a result of the drought in 2017. Manufacturing jobs have
remained relatively stable despite negative growth, whereas contributions of sub-sectors such as
trade, finance and community services have grown substantially. The restructuring within the
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DM’s economy translates into new skills demand, and the need for a responsive education and
training sector.

Figure 6 Drakenstein Municipality Employment by Sector Source: REX Global Insight

The formal sector contributes the major share of employment with the percentage share and
number of people employed within the informal sector growing slowly and steadily. This growth
may be driven by in-migrants into the local economy and job shedding within the formal sector.

Figure 7 Employment Trends within the Drakenstein Municipality Source: REX Global Insight
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Table 2 Unemployment Rates for the Western Cape

Source: WC Government, Socio-Economic Profile, Drakenstein Municipality, 2017

The unemployment rate within the DM has been gradually increasing from 2009, with the DM
experiencing the highest unemployment rate amongst all the local municipalities in the district.
(WC Government, Socio-Economic Profile, Drakenstein Municipality, 2017)

3.1.2 Socio-Economic Trends
The DM’s economy is relatively well-diversified. The tertiary and construction sectors performing
strongly in response to investments in middle and high-income residential developments. Sectors
that have played more significant roles in the past, such as agriculture and manufacturing, are
contracting. This is of concern as once the middle and upper housing market is saturated, growth
in the tertiary sector will also slow. The restructuring within the local economy has resulted in job
losses, but also a changing skills demand profile. This requires the DM, together with the
education and training sector, to be more proactive to ensure that appropriate and re-training is
occurring, and that unemployment does not grow further. There are signs of restructuring within
the agricultural sector and potential for forward-linkages into agro-processing, which is positive.
The municipality forms part of the Greater City of Cape Town Metropolitan Region with strong
economic, social and environmental linkages. There is a need for the DM to adopt a far more
structured regional economic development approach that formalises collaboration on issues such
as waste and water management, logistics and transport, regional economic development nodes,
land-use and value chain linkages.
The DM is actively encouraging new investment into the region and understands the need for
inter-municipal collaboration. This is particularly important in terms of the Klapmuts economic
development nodes that requires collaboration with the Stellenbosch Local Municipality and the
City of Cape Town, the Wellington Industrial Park, and linkages to the Atlantis SEZ and Saldanha
Bay IDZ. The key challenge is to formalize the collaboration through appropriate planning,
resourcing and institutional mechanisms.
Currently the focus of the DM is on “blue chip” investments with the acknowledged need to
stimulate SMME development to support economic inclusion. (DM interview, 15th November
2018) Whilst there is some work being undertaken by the DM to promote small contractors, there
is a need to analyse all industry value chains and work with stakeholders to promote SMME
participation.
Spatially, most of the new economic investment appears to be largely entrenching existing spatial
patterns, such as along the R301 and in Paarl Main Road, through its direct link to residential
investments although investments in the Klapmuts regional economic node and the Wellington
industrial park appear to be potentially more integrated.

3.1.3 Municipal Responses
The DM utilizes a range of instruments to encourage economic growth and investment within the
region. These instruments include:
•

Land sales: the DM sold a significant unserviced land parcel to Distell that is catalyzing
the development of the Klapmuts regional economic development node.
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•

Expanding bulk infrastructure capacity: the DM has been proactive in expanding its bulk
infrastructure capacity, including through the mobilization of external loan finance.
However, bulk infrastructure is still acknowledged as an ongoing constraint to attracting
private sector investment.

•

Private sector engagement platforms: these include a Development and Investment
Forum aimed at reducing red tape; an Annual Business meets Budget Forum that
provides an opportunity for captains of industry and the Top 100 Consumers to input;
and, a monthly Mayoral Stakeholder Business Initiative.

•

Service Level Agreements: the DM has entered a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with
the local tourism association for destination marketing and an agreement with a private
sector partner for CBD renewal, which has recently been terminated.

•

Programmes targeting Marginalised Economic Areas: the Violence Prevention through
Urban Upgrading Programme has recently been completed in the DM and is now
replaced by the Western Cape province’s Whole of Society Approach (WOSA).

•

Supplier development programmes: the DM has an emerging contractor support
programme to encourage economic participation.

•

Incentive Policy: the DM is currently finalizing its Incentive Policy that offers sliding scale
rebates and quicker development approval turnaround times within spatially targeted
zones.

Whilst the DM has applied these different instruments it still battles with some negative business
perceptions related to: perceived “interference” in the CBD renewal programme and the De Poort
Heritage initiative; event approval processes that are considered “onerous”; the cost of electricity;
perceived weak communication with business; inadequate funding for tourism-related business
support and marketing; and weak SMME support. (Business focus group, 16th November 2018)
One of the challenges faced by the DM in engaging the private sector is the number of
representative business bodies still in existence. Certain sectors, such as the taxi industry, are
not organized allegedly owing to competition amongst themselves and “in-fighting”. (Business
focus group and Taxi Industry interview, 16th November 2018) Informal traders in the DM continue
to feel marginalized with their economic contribution unacknowledged. (Informal Trader Interview,
16th November 2018)
Other instruments that have been proposed to the DM are:
•

Precinct management entities: the DM is considering a Special Rating Area (SRA) policy
and the private sector has proposed the Lady Grey Street precinct for consideration in
this regard.

•

Enhanced SMME Support: the DM has identified the need to analyse existing value
chains and identify SMME opportunities and support requirements and to set up a OneStop Shop for SMMEs.

•

Focus on transit-oriented developments (TOD): the DM has recognized the need to focus
TOD along the North City (Paarl East – Mbekweni – Wellington) Corridor and to
encourage more integrated human settlements.

3.1.4 Economic Improvement Areas
In terms of progress towards achieving the IUDF vision and strategic goals of inclusion and
access and inclusive growth, the economic diagnostic lens highlights several improvement areas
for the DM, namely:
•

Developing a shared stakeholder development vision: it is apparent that work still needs
to be undertaken by the municipality in building a shared development vision amongst
stakeholders – formal and informal business; across the different sectors and business
networks; and within the broader community. Within the business sector itself, there was
an apparent divide between those who would like to preserve heritage and the broader
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natural and cultural landscape (especially so within the CBDs) and those who are driving
a more industrialised development approach.

3.2

•

Adopting a regional economic development approach: this would involve recognizing and
exploiting further the strong regional linkages with the metro and adjacent municipalities
through integrated planning and collaboration on projects that have a regional scale.

•

Infrastructure investment: bulk infrastructure capacity constraints have been identified as
delaying development within the DM and the municipality understands that to attract
development, infrastructure investment is necessary. Specific investment in CBD
regeneration and public transport infrastructure were proposed. The need for increased
financing of economic infrastructure, financial assistance and incentives for businesses,
and greater resource mobilization (including through encouraging private sector
investments and contributions in marginalized areas) have been highlighted.

•

Influencing private sector investment: currently the private sector (especially residential
development) in the DM appears to be driving the DM’s infrastructure spend, resulting in
community perceptions that the DM is more biased towards the wealthy. There is a need
for the DM to actively align its capital spend to its SDF and prioritise accordingly and in
that way begin to guide private sector spend.

•

Spending in marginal economic areas: Currently, the DM’s IDP includes a capital
prioritization process which allocates significant weight to spending on the poor.
However, the DM limits this spend to the MIG amount arguing that this is the purpose of
the MIG. Any borrowing or municipal own funding is used for revenue-generating
infrastructure. This may be a rational approach but can be regarded as anti-poor if the
MIG is inadequate, which the DM claims it is.

•

Electricity: business have raised concerns regarding the cost of electricity within the DM
pointing to a possible need to review the electricity tariff structure. In contrast, there is a
growing concern within the DM that new upmarket residential developments are going
off-grid, jeopardizing significant revenue streams.

•

Business process improvements: whilst improvements in the functioning of the
municipality have been acknowledged by businesses, ongoing red tape reduction is
highlighted especially regarding building plan submission.

•

SMME Support: the need for broader SMME support to support economic participation
and inclusion has been highlighted.

•

Informal trader support: various informal trader support needs were identified such as
equipment, trading bays, law enforcement and regulation, information sharing and
communication, and pavement upgrading.

•

Skills development: there is currently a growing mismatch between skills available and
skills demands within the DM owing to the restructuring underway in the local economy.
Support to the DM to prepare and implement a skills development plan in collaboration
with relevant education and training institutions and the private sector is required.

•

Improved communication: whilst the efforts by the DM to improve communication with
business is acknowledged, further improvements in this area are required in the light of
persistent negative business perceptions about the municipality.

Spatial Diagnostic

3.2.1 Planning Context
The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) is regarded as the overall strategic plan of the DM with
the Spatial Development Framework (SDF) providing the long-term vision of the desired spatial
form of the municipality. (DM SDF, 2018) The 15-year IDP vision of the municipality is “A City of
Excellence”. Key facets of this vision are: economic dynamism; quality of life for all; a strong,
well-governed brand; financial sustainability; and national and global competitiveness. The SDF
vision is: “The Drakenstein Municipality located at the heart of the Winelands and building on its
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assets – its dramatic scenic landscape, precious natural and cultural heritage, quality educational
institutions and sporting facilities, thriving agricultural economy and unrivalled access and
logistics network – will be a City of Excellence for all its citizens”.
The IDP identifies 5 catalytic zones within the DM (as shown in Figure 8), and the SDF has
developed 13 Focus Areas, that fall within these zones. The Catalytic Zones contain “Big Moves”
that are intended to change and improve the space, economy and sustainability of the DM.

Figure 8 Drakenstein IDP Five Catalytic Zones Source: SDF

The “Big Moves” that have been prioritised through the SDF are the:
• Investment in South City Corridor Bulk Infrastructure;
• Implementation of a Special Economic Zone at Klapmuts;
• Vlakkeland, Erf 557 and Roggeland;
• Wellington Industrial Park;
• Huguenot Station and De Kraal mixed use zones;
• Creation of the Watergat / Schuurmansfontein Integration Route;
• Paarl Central Business District (CBD) Renewal; and
• Wellington CBD Plan and Implementation.
The SDF highlights the spatial linkages between the DM and neighbouring municipalities that
need to be supported and further developed as shown in Figure 9. Importantly, the development
of the Klapmuts Regional Node strengthens the linkages amongst the DM, the City of Cape town
and the Stellenbosch Municipality.
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Figure 9 DM Linkages with Neighbouring Municipalities

The DM performs a role as a “dormitory town” both for the City of Cape Town and for business
people from Gauteng owing to its proximity to Cape Town International airport. Anecdotal
evidence from the municipal and business interviews, reveals that growing number of business
people from Gauteng are choosing to commute to work and relocate their families to the
burgeoning gated estates within the municipality. The DM is a dormitory town for middle- and lowincome Cape Town City based workers. It is understood that approximately 40% of Paarl East
taxi commuters are travelling from the Paarl station to the metro daily. (Taxi Association interview,
16th November 2018)

3.2.2 Spatial Trends
The DM is experiencing rapid urbanisation and growth evident in an increase in households of
29 000 over the 2011 – 2016 period, the largest in the District. There is in-migration from both
the poor, seeking jobs, and the wealthy from the City of Cape Town and Gauteng leading to a
“tale of two cities”. (DM interviews, 15th November 2018) In 2017, 1500 building plans were
approved at a development value of R 2.2 Billion and in the period July to November 2018 a
further 1100 development plans were approved. It is estimated that approximately 80% of such
plans are residential in nature. (DM interviews, 15th November 2018) The DM argues that in the
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next 10 years they foresee a continuous development corridor from the City of Cape Town to the
Huguenot tunnel. (DM interviews, 15th November 2018)
Key spatial trends that have emerged are:
•

Low density middle and upper-income housing estates: such developments with
associated commercial and retail nodes are concentrated along the R301. Whilst there is
investment in private social services within this Corridor, there is a lack of planning for
public schools and clinics.

•

Private-led development is concentrated on farms and south of the N1, away from the
lower-income areas and along the major transport routes. The DM is actively supporting
these developments through investment in road infrastructure, outside of their mandate.

•

The perpetuation of apartheid land-use patterns: there is a perception of a shortage of
unconstrained, well-located land to facilitate spatial integration (although this is
challenged in the SDF). There is a register of available land, but there is no certainty
regarding time-frames for the development of such land. (DM Feedback session, 19
February 2019) The use of well-located land, such as the Arboretum, is often contested
in terms of Council’s approach to seek the highest economic return on assets and drive
economic growth and policy imperatives to facilitate human settlement and spatial
integration;

•

A declining traditional Paarl CBD and diffuse commercial and retail growth with new
polycentric nodes: these nodes are associated with the Paarl Mall, the long Main Road
into Lady Grey Street, and the R 301 developments. There is an ongoing need to “repurpose” the CBD, through the acknowledgement of competing economic interests and
facilitating a shared stakeholder vision;

•

Land grabs: these are being experienced primarily linked to planned public-sector
development;

•

Perceptions of weak and weakening rural-urban spatial linkages: the restructuring of the
DM economy is perceived as weakening rural-urban linkages, although substantial
linkages and opportunities remain owing to the servicing of rural business, agroprocessing, tourism and the impact of farm evictions; and

•

Well capacitated planning and land-use function within the DM: the DM has a sound SDF
(currently under review) but appears to be battling with a trade-off between market
demand and fiscal sustainability and socio-economic integration and environmental
sustainability. At this stage some DM officials argue that spatial integration is “only on
paper”

3.2.3 Municipal Responses
Whilst the DM’s SDF highlights the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act (SPLUMA)
principles, the DM has adopted an “open market” or “private sector-led” approach to development
facilitation, that appears to prioritise economic and fiscal base growth over spatial integration and
economic inclusion. The DM leadership has justified significant capital investment to unlock new
market development as necessary to secure future municipal revenue streams.
Part of the challenge faced by the DM is that the bulk of the development approvals for upmarket
gated developments pre-date SPLUMA. These developments started as rural enclaves
associated with golf course and polo estate developments, and now represent a much larger landuse transition and an entrenchment of existing spatial patterns. It is noted that from the 1st
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October 2018 the DM’s New Zoning Scheme will be applicable, which will give effect to the
municipality’s SDF and support a shift away from gated housing to more mixed developments.
The Economic Development Partnership (EDP) has been appointed by the DM to identify and
pilot key regeneration interventions within the Paarl CBD. The municipality’s Incentive Policy is
intended to enable the DM to influence private sector investment.
The DM’s proposed Incentives Policy has potential spatial implications as it seems to use ‘catch
all’ spatial targeting. The DM proposes to include rebates on application fees, development
contributions (DCs), access to council land, rates rebates and phasing of tariffs. There is a
concern that in combination the overly broad spatial guidance could result in fiscal incentives for
continuation of inefficient urban form while increasing fiscal risks for the municipality.

3.2.4 Spatial Improvement Areas
In terms of achieving spatial integration that supports inclusion and access and inclusive growth,
various improvements have been suggested for the DM, namely:
•

Evidence-based policy development: a strong need was identified for evidence-based
analysis of the current urban growth form and the actual ability of low density, highincome, peripheral developments to cross-subsidise service provision and infrastructure
investment in poorer areas. This argument underpins the overarching development
approach of the municipality;

•

Land Use Management: support is required to the DM in terms of more strategic use of
municipal land to achieve the SPLUMA principles and IUDF vision and goals. In addition,
intergovernmental facilitation is required for the identification and release of nonmunicipal public sector land that could assist in this regard.

•

Focus on Strategic Spaces: there are a few key strategic spaces that have significant
potential to assist the municipality is driving a spatial transformation agenda. These
include the: R301, the Paarl CBD, the Arboretum, the Klapmuts node and the North City
corridor. Support to the DM in planning, investing and managing these spaces in terms
of the IUDF vision and goals would have positive outcomes.

•

Spatial Fiscal Impact Model (SFIM): the DM’s SDF explores various growth scenarios
and their implications for the fiscal sustainability of the municipality with an emphasis on
the benefits of densification. Further work is required in terms of understanding fiscal
sustainability and the impact of perpetuating the current urban form.

•

Capital Expenditure Framework (CEF): support is required for the DM to strengthen its
CEF and its spatialization of its capital prioritisation model. It is understood that the DM
is in the process of purchasing a model for this purpose. Aurecon has been appointed to
undertake the CEF for the current financial year.

•

Klapmuts regional economic development node: the development potential and cross
municipal-boundary nature of the Klapmuts node needs to be supported through more
structured regional engagement at both administrative and political levels. Collaborative
spatial and development planning through the appointment of a single service provider
by the Stellenbosch and Drakenstein municipalities is noted. A facilitated intergovernmental workshop on this node has been proposed.

•

DM’s Economic Incentive Policy: further engagement with National Treasury and DCOG
in this regard will be beneficial noting that certain aspects of the Policy may require the
approval of these institutions.

•

Data credibility: the DM has raised concerns with certain Stats SA data credibility,
especially the DM’s population data reflected in the Community Survey 2016. Research
support to the municipality to develop its own credible data would be useful.
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3.3

Infrastructure and Service Delivery Diagnostic

3.3.1 Demographic profile and Access to Basic Services
As per Figure 10, the population growth rate of the DM has steadily declined from 2.6% growth
between 2001 and 2011 to 2.2% up until 2016. Household growth rates have simultaneously
increasing due to household atomization. The current household size (3.9) is still relatively high
compared to surrounding municipalities, Stellenbosch and City of Cape Town at 3.3 and 3.2
respectively. It is likely that this means will mean sustained household growth rates in the medium
term. This means a higher future demand on municipal services than the population growth rate
indicates.
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Figure 10 Drakenstein Municipality Population and Population Growth rate Source: Author’s analysis
of StatSA census and community survey 2016

44.6% of the population reside in Paarl and a further 22.1% in Wellington. The number of
households within the DM increased by 11 912 in the period 2011 – 2016. The number of
households living in poverty increased from 2.1% to 2.5% in the same period. In 2016, the GRDP
per capita was R 53 135 compared to the Western Cape average of R 61 199, the Gini coefficient
was 0.59 and the Human Development Index (HDI) 0,71. (Drakenstein 2017 – 2022 IDP Final)
The percentage of households with access to a formal dwelling in the DM increased from 85.1
percent in 2011 to 90.3 per cent in 2016. 99,5, 98,4 and 94,5 percent of the population had access
to basic water, sanitation and electricity services respectively in 2016. The DM has improved
access to basic refuse removal services since 2011 with 90,6% of households benefitting. (WC
Government, Socio-Economic Profile, Drakenstein Municipality, 2017)

3.3.2 Human Settlement Trends
Existing housing demand based on the official DM Housing Waiting List is 40 728, although the
actual number is more realistic at 22 079, given that the database does not consider people who
have already received housing or fallen off the list. (DM SDF 2018) There are 42 informal
settlements within the DM, with OR being the largest informal settlement with 800 structures. The
DM is implementing the Upgrading of Informal Settlements Programme (UISP). Twenty percent
of the DM’s housing project spend is targeted at farm workers. The highest need for affordable
housing is in the Mbekweni area and Paarl east. (Drakenstein Housing Sector Plan, 2016)
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A major concern for the DM is the high farm worker eviction rate, with many pending eviction
cases. The current rate of delivery within the municipality is approximately 574 units per year.
(DM SDF 2018) The DM has undertaken a comprehensive land availability study (Element and
Macroplan, 2010) that identified 1755 ha of land available for residential development, with
enough infill land. (DM SDF 2018) The poitential of designated Restructuring Zones and use of
Social Housing Institutions (SHIs) to drive spatial integration and transformation is highlighted.
However, the adequate availability of adequate and suitable land for low-income housing is
disputed by officials within the DM. (DM official interviews, 15th November 2018)
Major low-income and gap housing projects underway in the municipality include: a mixed housing
development in Simondium; and the major Vlakkeland mixed-income development.
A key middle and upper-income housing market trend has been the fast growth of gated estates
in more rural parts of the municipality, such as Pearl Valley, Boschendal and Val de Vie. This
has resulted in significant private investment in related social facilities and commercial and retail
development along the R301 and increased demand for infrastructure investments by the
municipality. This development pattern raises concerns over the perpetuation of spatial
fragmentation within the city.
The DM’s SDF acknowledges that the current gross density of settlements in the DM is 8.66du/ha,
which is sub-optimal in sustaining cost-effective infrastructure or public transport services and
hence the SDF’s Focus Area plans identify opportunities for densification. (DM SDF 2018)
The DM is currently serviced by taxis and trains. There is no bus service. The major train route
link is with the City of Cape Town although the growing unreliability of this service is shifting
demand towards taxis, even though the cost per trip is almost double. There is high conflict over
existing routes, with permit enforcement being a major area of weakness. New route demand is
linked to the new housing estate developments along the R 301. The DM has undertaken limited
public transport investment.

3.3.3 Infrastructure Trends
The DM has performed strongly in terms of basic service provision, although service delivery on
farms remains a challenge. The infrastructure and service delivery departments are led by highly
competent staff. Delivery is based on excellent sector planning, with plans generally being of a
high quality. However, the need to update the public transport and stormwater plans has been
noted. The DM’s Housing Sector Plan (HSP) is currently under revision.
Challenges that continue to face the DM relate to:
•

Bulk infrastructure: ageing infrastructure in some instances and bulk infrastructure
constraints in areas of fast growth, particularly south of the NI along the R 301, such as
the capacity of the Paarl South sewer.

•

Balance: balancing renewal and new infrastructure priorities within the DM.

•

Integration: achieving integrated planning amongst housing and engineering services
remains a challenge. A concern that emerged strongly during the assessment is the
need to facilitate further integration of the sector plans in terms of the IDP and SDF.
Furthermore, there is a need to utilise restructuring zones to promote social and spatial
human settlement integration, especially within the CBDs.

•

Supply Chain Management: ensuring administrative compliance with supply chain
management processes to reduce project turnaround times.

•

Communication: communication with residents to mitigate against activities such as
illegal dumping, vandalism of property and land invasion.

•

Land availability: access to state-owned land primarily for human settlements
development, particularly from the provincial department responsible for public works.

•

Off-grid service provision: demand for off-grid service provision by the high-income
housing developments may pose a future financial risk to the DM through reduced
revenue. The perception is that the DM has encouraged developers to “go off grid” from
a climate-change adaptation perspective, but this is threatening the cross-subsidisation
argument of the municipality that the “rich will subsidise the poor” owing to reduced
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revenue from these estates. There is a further concern that gated communities are not
charged fully for their use of municipal services. For example, the Val de Vie estate
contracts refuse removal privately but still utilises the municipal landfill site. Val de Vie
also has its own boreholes and uses the DM as a back-up.
•

Housing demand figures: a lack of clarity regarding actual housing demand, although
such demand is evident in the extent of land invasions and farm evictions.

•

Public transport: there appears to be a lack of public transport infrastructure investment,
including Non-Motorised Transport (NMT) infrastructure.

•

Housing roles and responsibilities: The growth in backyarders and informal settlements
within the municipality. Farm worker evictions is a major concern with 4 745 PIE and
365 ESTA cases, the majority still in legal process. The DM argues that ESTA requires
the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRDLR) to provide evicted
farm worker housing. Currently, the emergency housing provided by the DM is regarded
as “no better than a shack”. (DM interviews, 15 Nov 2018) The Courts are perceived by
some municipal officials as “condemning evictees to Council-condoned slums”. The
Housing programme administrative function is not regarded as a municipal mandate.
Communities do not understand the roles and responsibilities of the different spheres of
government, including that human settlements investment does not equate to the
provision of top structures.

3.3.4 Municipal Infrastructure and Service Delivery Responses
The DM has invested heavily in bulk infrastructure in recent years to unlock development and the
perception is that: “We have developed excellent infrastructure.” (DM interviews, 15 November
2018) A large part of the bulk infrastructure investment has been based on loan funding and the
DM is concerned that its gearing ratio is too high. The DM argues that their future financial
sustainability depends on a growing revenue base, and to achieve this the municipality must make
the required infrastructure investments. These investments have extended to cross-subsidising
a provincial road upgrade.
The DM has demonstrated areas of innovation and excellence related to water loss management,
SMART metering, GIS fault logging and supporting waste-entrepreneurs.
The DM has set up a task team to co-ordinate inter-departmental planning and operations to
address silo operations amongst its planning and implementation departments.
The DM views the environment as a strategic asset and includes it as a standing item on MAYCO
items.

3.3.5 Infrastructure and Service Delivery Improvement Areas
The DM’s performance in terms of achieving the IUDF strategic vision and goals through utilising
the IUDF infrastructure and service delivery levers (such as integrated transport and mobility,
integrated and sustainable human settlements and integrated urban infrastructure) can be
strengthened through the following improvement areas, namely:
•

Planning and budgeting alignment: greater alignment amongst spatial planning,
infrastructure master planning, the timing of developments, a capital expenditure
framework, and, the budget is required - particularly within the more constrained capital
budget context.

•

Updating the stormwater masterplan: the lack of an updated stormwater masterplan has
been identified as a strategic risk to the municipality that must be mitigated.

•

Inter-governmental alignment: IGR alignment can be strengthened through alignment of
provincial social services and municipal human settlements planning; improved regional
planning around water and waste management with neighbouring municipalities; and
facilitated engagements with relevant provincial and national government departments
regarding land availability for integrated human settlements developments.

•

Increased Capital finance: increased availability of capital for infrastructure and service
delivery provision was the main priority identified by the leadership of the DM. The MIG
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is regarded as insufficient to address basic service delivery needs and questions the
reliability of the 2016 Community Survey data. DM officials stated that whilst the DM is a
large secondary city, its recurrent budget commitments means that there is very little
scope for innovation. (DM Assessment Feedback session, 19th February 2019) Underfunding in the INEP and housing grants were highlighted as examples of capital
budgetary constraints. The DM was forced to use its own revenue to cross-subsidise
these functions. (DM Assessment Feedback session, 19th February 2019) The DM
argues that it requires increased and more flexible capital funding.

3.4

•

Project pipeline: a more strategic approach towards the development of a project pipeline
is required. The current capital prioritisation method is regarded as “arbitrary and
outdated”.

•

Housing planning: planning for low income housing delivery that addresses the needs of
farm worker evictees, backyarders and informal settlement growth and demand for social
housing is necessary. The housing information database needs to be updated and
improved. The DM must engage more proactively with farmers regarding the role of the
farming community in addressing off-farm farm worker housing needs. The use of
Restructuring Zones and SHIs, especially in the CBDs, to drive spatial and social
integration must be promoted.

•

Land identification: processes to identify suitable land for low-income and affordable
housing and to facilitate its release, including through engagement with other spheres of
government and parastatals, must be driven more strongly. The DM has recently been
allocated eight sites from province for housing development.

•

SCM compliance: project implementation turnaround times must be reduced through
ensuring that line departments understand and comply with SCM requirements to avoid
delays and increase efficiency.

•

Communication: more effective community communication to mitigate negative practices
such as illegal dumping and vandalism and to explain the roles and responsibilities of the
three spheres of government in the provision of integrated human settlements and in the
administration of national housing programmes, is required.

•

Improved public transport planning and increased investment in public transport,
including NMT, infrastructure: there is a general need for investment in public transport
infrastructure within Paarl that could begin with the development of a new Integrated
Transport Plan (ITP). New public transport demand is growing linked to developments to
the south of Paarl. Better regulation of public transport is required owing to growing
incidences of both taxi and train violence.

Governance and Organisational Development Diagnostic

3.4.1 Governance Context
The Democratic Alliance (DA) has led Council since 2011. The DA currently has 43 of the 65
party seats within the DM, followed by the African National Congress (ANC) with 15, the Economic
Freedom Fighters (EFF) with 2 and the Federation of Democrats (FD), People’s Democratic
Movement (PDM), African Christian Democratic Party (ACDP) and Independent Civic
Organisation of SA, with one each. (Drakenstein Municipality website)
The current Executive Mayor of the DM is Councillor Conrad Poole with Councillor Gert Combrink
as his deputy. They are supported by the Chief Whip, Councillor Anré Koegelenberg, and a
Mayoral Committee.
The administration is headed by a City Manager, Dr Johan Leibbrandt, and Executive Directors
for the following departments: Corporate Services, Financial Services, Planning and
Development, Infrastructure Services and Community Services. A key strength in DM is its ability
to attract competent and skilled staff into critical positions.
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DM’s vacancy rate was sitting at 36% in 16/17. The security, electricity and water departments
had the highest rates. The municipality has embarked on an active recruitment drive to fill
vacancies in the past year.
The DM has 33 active ward committees that are required to provide quarterly community
feedback.
The DM falls within the Cape Winelands District Municipality (CWDM) and has the majority
number of councillors in the district. The district’s roles are focused on the following services:
disaster management, municipal health services, fire-fighting services, rural and social
development programmes, economic development and working for water.
The DM participates in various inter-governmental fora focused, amongst others, on municipal
management, the IDPs, local economic development (LED) and public participation.

3.4.2 Governance and Organisational Development Trends
The DM is politically stable led by the Democratic Alliance since 2011. The political leadership
reported an increase in DA support in the municipality from 38% to 58% since they have been in
power. The Chief Whip has been the same person since 2011 and argues that: “Stability is a
major part of success.” (Interview with the Chief Whip, 20th November 2018)
The Council system appears to be functioning effectively with a clear political decision-making
system in place that includes portfolio committees, Mayoral Committee Members (MMCs),
Mayoral Committee (MAYCO) and Council. It is understood that the most contentious issues in
Council relate to housing, the use of land and development opportunities and basic service
delivery.
The DM prides itself in its administrative leadership and argues that it has focused on attracting
skilled senior managers including “one of the best City Managers in the country.” (Municipal
Interview, 16th November 2019)
In general, the political-administrative interface is regarded as healthy with the politicians focused
on their political mandate and strategic vision and understanding the implementation and advisory
role of the administration.
At ward committee level there is an emphasis on the budget and ward benefits in order to manage
a perception that the DM ls “servicing the rich.” (Municipal interview, 15th November 2018) It is
argued that the ward committees need to sit more frequently than quarterly in order to be more
effective.
The DM’s relationship with the community is facilitated through various other platforms, in
particular the IDP process. There is a representative IDP Forum in place, although some officials
have proposed that neighbouring municipalities should be included given the many transboundary issues that exist. Public meetings are preceded by a meeting with a “community
spokesperson” and the followed by a corroboration of whether the community leader and
community have shared priorities and therefore, whether the community leader is legitimate.
The DM maintains that it has a strong relationship with the CWDM, especially given that the DM
has the majority in the District Council. However, the value-add of the district was questioned in
some of the interviews and it is argued that the DM may be able to deliver district services more
efficiently and effectively.
In addition, the Mayor hosts monthly stakeholder breakfasts focused at sectoral level, e.g.
education and agriculture, the CM has regular stakeholder engagements, the DM has various
business engagement platforms, and the DM conducts a community rating survey. There has
been no service delivery protest in the DM for the past 3 years.
A massive organisational change process has been underway since 2011. This has meant that
staff have been required to work under high pressure, “often involving late nights and weekends”.
(DM interviews, 15th November 2018) The DM has had no problem in attracting skilled staff,
largely owing to its reputation as an effective administration.
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The DM has an efficient performance management system in place that is updated online
quarterly.
Challenges facing the administration include certain compliance demands and procedures that
hinder service delivery; and the protracted TASK job evaluation process that allegedly has
“created more inefficiencies than benefits”. (Municipal Interview, 16th November 2018)

3.4.3

Municipal Governance and Organisational Responses

The DM has implemented some governance innovations in the following areas, such as:
•

Performance management: the extension of the performance management system to
include the signing of political performance agreements with the Executive Mayor. The
CM requires managers to present Monday performance monitoring “dashboards” where
they must present “action plans” that drive performance. A concern is that the current
performance focus is operational, and that the strategic direction of the municipality needs
stronger and more regular review and monitoring;

•

Political-administrative alignment: MMCs, where invited, sit in on management meetings
- “the effectiveness of this arrangement depends on the maturity of both parties”.
(Interview with the Executive Mayor and Deputy Executive Mayor, 15th November) The
positive spin-off of this arrangement is stated as quicker service delivery, although one of
the officials interviewed questioned “how one can have an honest reflection with political
oversight present?” It is accepted that the political administrative interface is “a thin line”
that constantly needs to be maintained. Interestingly a perception from some of the
business leaders interviewed is that “there is too much political interference in the
administration”, citing their attendance of technical meetings where the political
leadership is present. (Interview with business leaders 16th November 2018)

•

Legislative compliance: the DM has developed a “Compliance Register” that currently
covers 11 pieces of legislation and will be updated with the National Environmental
Management Act of 1998 (NEMA) and the SPLUMA, 2013. The intention of the register
is to make compliance and reporting simpler, and

3.4.4 Governance and Organisational Improvements
Enhancing the effectiveness of the municipality in achieving effective governance through the
utilisation of levers such as effective urban governance and empowered active communities,
requires the following improvements in the following areas, namely:
•

Inter-Governmental Relations (IGR): there are IGR issues that require resolution related
to the administration of national housing programmes, planning alignment, and
collaboration on regional issues such as the Klapmuts economic node, water resource
management and waste management. The Executive Mayor highlighted the importance
of improved IGR to align planning and target budgets more effectively. (DM Assessment
Feedback Session, 19th February 2019)

•

Powers and Functions: addressing municipal mandates regarding certain powers and
functions, such as housing and policing, is necessary. It is also necessary to review the
division of powers and functions between the DM and the CDWM in order to assess the
effectiveness and efficiency of the current arrangements and whether any review of these
arrangements is necessary to enhance service delivery and economic performance
within the DM.

•

The IDP process: weaknesses have been identified and should be further addressed
include analysing community and ward committee inputs and incorporating them in to the
IDP; the effectiveness of the IDP Forum; internal transversal planning integration; and,
the operationalisation of the IDP and SDF;

•

Municipal planning alignment: the need for integration of municipal sector plans, possibly
into a “Master plan/ IDP” has been proposed and should be further investigated.
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•

3.5

Promoting an Innovative and Enabling Organisational Culture: it is understood that the
DM has undergone massive organisational change since 2011.
The current
administrative leadership appears to have adopted a top-down approach to effecting this
change. The assessment has shown that the DM has been successful in putting in place
basic delivery and compliance systems. The challenge is now to move the organisation
to the next level where it is focused in terms of the IUDF vision and goals and SPLUMA
principles. Re-focusing the organisation on strategic outcomes requires officials to be
more innovative and creative and work in more integrated and co-operative ways. The
DM would benefit from organisational change support interventions that focus on the
building of such a work culture.

Municipal Finance Diagnostic

3.5.1 Municipal Finance Context
The financial analysis is based on 2018/19 – 2020/21 budgeted figures in the Medium- Term
Expenditure Framework (MTEF). The 2014/15 – 2016/17 figures are audited, and the 2017/18
figures are a pre-audit outcome. The total revenue of the DM in 2018/19 is projected at R2,2
billion. As illustrated in Figures 11, Electricity (51% of revenue) remains a key source in the
medium term growing faster than total revenue but slower than property rates on average.
Property rates (12% of revenue) and operating transfers (8% of revenue) are both expected to
grow faster than overall revenue and expenditure on average. Property rates growth is projected
to come from an expanded rates’ base due to new developments. A key risk is whether these
expected revenues will materialise as anticipated. A risk with electricity is declining consumption
due to increase in self-generation, however this is not anticipated in the medium-term. A
concerted effort to prevent future revenue leaks is necessary.

Figure 11 DM Main Revenue Source Trends

The total anticipated expenditure for 2018/19 if R 2,3 Billion. Figure 12 illustrates that bulk
purchases remain a key cost driver in the DM followed by employee-related costs. Figure 13
shows that employee-related costs are growing at a faster pace than both revenue and
expenditure and thus pose a key risk to expenditure management. The municipality’s drive to
increase capacity and improve job evaluations and a steady rise in contracted services explains
this trend.
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Figure 12 Main Cost Driver Trends

Figure 13 Average Annual growth in expenditure (14/15 - 20/12)

In terms of operating performance, the key question is whether the DM can fund itself and cover
operating expenditure. The DM generates between 89% and 92% of its own revenue. The DM
is currently running deficits on its operating account however, this has been declining in recent
years as per Figure 14. The DM estimates that they will break-even in 2022/23 following an
increase in revenue generated from new customers. There is a risk of reduction in the collection
rate due to a projected increase in indigent households in the medium to long-term.
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Figure 14 Operating Surplus as a % of Operating Revenue

The liquidity management of the DM is fair, and it can pay off its current short-term liabilities.
However, the municipality’s cash balance, although positive, has been declining due to increased
utilisation of reserves for capital expenditure. As a result, the cash coverage is well below the
recommended 3 months which exposes the municipality to cashflow challenges in the short to
medium term.
The DM’s key strategy for ensuring financial sustainability in the long term has been investment
in economic infrastructure. This is to both attract new investment and ensure that future demand
will be catered for. In order to achieve this, the DM has relied on external borrowings due to limited
funds received from transfers and depleted reserves. The result is a high gearing ratio in DM
which places it at risk of default in the event of an economic downturn. (Figure 15)

Figure 15 Municipal Gearing

The DM had a total capital budget of R 454 Million in 2018/19. The DM has consistently spent
over 95% of its capital budget in the past 4 years. Most spending on new assets and some renewal
took place between 2014/15 and 2016/17. In recent years there has been a change in strategy
towards a mix of new assets and upgrading and less of a focus on renewal. (See Figure 16)
Most of capex is spent on revenue-generating infrastructure with high priority placed on electricity
in the short to medium term.
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Figure 16 Type of CAPEX Expenditure

Figure 17 shows the DM’s trends for sourcing of capital funding. The DM has indicated a
substantial increase in its grant dependence in 2020/21 and a significant reduction in external
loan financing, however, this scenario shifts again in 2020/22 towards earlier trends reflecting a
higher dependence on external borrowings. The DM also anticipates growth in its cash reserves
in order to increase its financing of capital spend in 2021/22.

Figure 17 Future Source of Capital Funding

Over the past five years the DM has consistently produced credible financial statements, with
“unqualified with no findings” for the past four. A key benefit of which has been the ability to
demonstrate creditworthiness which has facilitated leverage of external finance for capital
investment. Moreover, the result increases confidence in the municipality and demonstrate good
financial governance.
In terms of capacity, the DM’s Finance Department has one of the lowest vacancy rates. In terms
of skills, 58% of finance officials a compliant with prescribed minimum competency levels. The
municipality has taken active steps in the last financial year to fill critical posts.
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3.5.2 Municipal Finance Trends
The municipal finance diagnostic focused on six areas, namely: operating performance, liquidity
management, borrowing management, capital performance, audit outcome trends and capacity.
The DM has a strong revenue base and high collection rate, which has provided an enabling
environment to leverage external financing to invest in infrastructure to expand its existing
revenue base.
The municipality is pursuing its bold strategy through effective spending of its capital budget and
prioritisation of critical projects for development growth.
A key risk is the potential failure to realise the return on this investment (in the form of increasing
revenue from rates and service charges), which will increase the risk of default on external loans.
The DM, as is for all municipalities, is at higher risk of default in the event of worsening economic
conditions and reductions in customers’ ability to pay for services.
The municipality is currently operating a deficit and will continue to do so in the medium term as
the anticipated rates revenue growth outpaces expenditure growth.
Although positive, the municipality’s cash coverage and liquidity position suggest risk even with
paying for short term liabilities.
A key strength in the municipality is the human resource capacity throughout the administration.
This has resulted in good financial management reflected in consistent unqualified audits with no
findings.

3.5.3 Municipal Finance Responses
Overall, the municipality remains confident that it has taken calculated financial risks to facilitate
growth and development through:
•

Leveraging external financing to drive its capital investment programme;

•

Effective spending of its capital budget; and

•

Prioritisation of projects that will catalyse growth and development.

A challenge identified by the municipality is the lack of a system to spatially link budgets to
municipal plans and projects.

3.5.4 Financial Improvements
In terms of utilising the lever of sustainable finances to assist the DM in achieving the IUDF
strategic goals and vision, the following improvements are proposed:
•

Municipal transfers: a review of the MIG formula in light of the negative outcomes that the
formula has had for municipalities like Drakenstein.

•

Integrated Financial and Spatial Planning: integrated spatial and financial planning that
could include a system that will assist with creating a spatially linked Capital Expenditure
Framework. There is a need to assess alignment between the Long-Term Financing
Strategy of the DM and its Capital Expenditure Framework (CEF) to develop an integrated
long-term financing strategy.

•

Prevention of Future Revenue Leaks: support is required to the DM to assess the future
revenue impact of supporting “off-grid” developments on the municipality and to identify
ways to encourage greening and to secure financial sustainability.

•

Increased Support to the Poor: re-visiting of the capital prioritisation criteria and
weightings that are now outdated.

•

Human Resource Capacity: such capacity is required around asset management within
the Finance Department.
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4

Priority Strategic Support Needs

In terms of this assessment of the effectiveness of the DM in achieving the strategic vision and
goals of the IUDF, various improvement areas have been identified under each diagnostic lens,
that should inform a support programme to the municipality.
However, in terms of this assessment, five of these improvement areas can be considered as
priorities, cross-cutting and catalytic in nature. If these improvements are made, then other
challenges within the municipality will also be addressed. The priorities are listed as:
1. Reviewing the DM’s Development and Investment approach: Modelling is necessary
to investigate the actual relative long-term costs and benefits of the current spatial form
of the DM and of the different development types in different locations. The existing metanarrative that peripheral investments should be supported to grow the rates base may
not be sufficient, and an in-depth fiscal impact study is required. It is understood that the
DM’s purchase of software to support its capital prioritisation and expenditure models and
frameworks will enable it to review its current approach. (DM Assessment Feedback,
19th February 2019)
2. Supporting the DM in aligning its infrastructure investment planning and land use
management with the SDF to enable spatial transformation: currently public
infrastructure investment appears to be private-sector led and there is a need to shift
private investment towards assisting government in meeting its development outcomes.
This process may be slow in terms of DM commitments to development approved predating SPLUMA, but the transition is necessary in order to alter the current spatial form.
The revision of key plans relating to human settlements and public transport infrastructure
investment must drive this transition. Support in terms of the identification and accessing
of suitable public land for spatial integration should be provided. Key spaces, such as the
R301, the Paarl CDB, the Arboretum, the Klapmuts Node and the North City Corridor
should be major focus areas.

3. Increased Capital Funding and a Spatially-Aligned Capital Expenditure Framework:
the DM has identified substantial capital financing constraints, especially in terms of
capital grants such as the MIG, INEP and HSDG, in terms of delivering on its IDP and
SDF vision. Support to the DM in terms of increased capital transfers and a more flexible
capital funding model is required. The DM must also review the long-term impact of loss
of revenue through developments being supported to go “off-grid” and alternative
financing sources. A CEF clearly aligned to the long-term financing strategy of the DM is
necessary. The municipality is in the process of developing software to support its efforts
in this regard. (see point 1)
4. Supporting economic inclusion: the DM has been successful in supporting economic
growth and investment, but less so in terms of supporting economic participation and
inclusion. There is a need to support the municipality in driving these outcomes through
its major planned investments, such as the Klapmuts regional economic node and the
Wellington Industrial Park, and also through investments in economically marginalised
areas and not simply in support of privately driven investments in new nodes. SMME and
informal trader support is also necessary as part of this approach.
5. Inter-Governmental Relations: there are IGR issues that require facilitation and
resolution related to the: administration of national housing programmes; planning
alignment; the role of the district municipality; and, collaboration on regional issues such
as the Klapmuts economic node, water resource management and waste management.
DECOG, together with the provincial BEPP team, could facilitate a series of focused IGR
engagements with relevant parties on these issues.
6. Supporting Organisation Change: the re-focusing of the DM towards achieving the
IUDF vision and goals, requires a more responsive, innovative and collaborative
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organisation. Support should be provided to the municipality to drive the required culture
change within the organisation and to support the DM’s political and administrative
management to lead in this regard. There is a string need for the leadership of the
municipality to begin to focus on the strategic and not only on the operational side of the
municipality.

Annexure A: Documents Reviewed
Capital Projects
•

Major Projects Infrastructure Capital 3 Years and new 2018 /19

Property
•

Valuation Roll as at 201809

•

BP 752 Summary

Performance Report
•

Annual Report 2016/17

Economic Development Planning and Policies
•

Special rating Area Policy July 2018

•

By-Law No 2 of 2002 – Establishment of Improvement Districts

•

CBD Partnership Agreements

•

Presentation Drakenstein IEGS Strategy Framework 15 May 2018

•

Drakenstein Strategic Enablers Report 26 September 2018

•

Drakenstein Status Quo and Framework Report, 15 May 2018

Sector Plans
•

Drakenstein Road Asset Management Plan Draft Version 1

•

Local Integrated Transport Plan 2016 - 2021 Drakenstein Final Draft

•

Drakenstein Stormwater Master Plans

•

Traffic Impact and Access Study Erf 8426 Paarl, November 2017

•

Drakenstein Municipality Water Master Plan February 2017

•

Drakenstein Municipality Human Settlement Plan, March 2016

•

Drakenstein Municipality Electrical Infrastructure Master Plan, 2018 Revision

•

Drakenstein Municipality Integrated Waste Management Plan, Draft Report, June 2014

•

Drakenstein Municipality Storm Water Master Plans, Paarl 2002 and Wellington 2009

Budget
•

A1 Schedule mSCOA vs 6.2 – 28 March 2018 (amenDMents for Land and Projects)

•

A1 Schedule mSCOA vs 6.2 – 28 March 2018 (amenDMents for Land and Projects) 2018
– 2019
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•

Municipal Money - Municipality WC023 – Drakenstein

•

WC023 Drakenstein Audit Report 2016 -17

•

SDBIP Approved TL SDBIP 2018-2019 (financial)

•

Final TL SDBIP 2018-2019 26 June 2018 signed 28 June 2018 (non-financial)

•

Annexure D Annual Budget Drakenstein Municipality 2018 2023

Strategic Plans
•

Drakenstein Municipality Spatial Development Framework, 2018

•

Drakenstein Municipality Integrated Development Plan 2018 – 2019 Review Drakenstein
2017 – 2022 Final
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Annexure B: Drakenstein Municipality Interview Schedule
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In addition, telephonic interviews were conducted with the Speaker and Chief Whip of the municipality on Tuesday the 20th November 2018.
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